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During his excavations

in the temple of Min and Isis at Coptos (Qift)

in 1894; Petrie discovered

objects and inscriptions

early Old Kingdom to the Coptic period.

dating from the

The objects included those

from the foundation deposits of Tuthmosis 1112 and the Ptolemaic
period~ which represented

the two main phases of later building

unusual fragments of stone and pottery sculpture and large pottery
4
vessels.

This pottery is now in the Petrie Museum, University

new reconstructions

have been made, they will form the subject of

a separate monograph~

Above the Inyotef blocks Petrie also found

other fragments of sculpture and inscriptions

and various votive

objects dating from the New Kingdom to the late Roman period~

some uncertainty

about the identity of the sacred plant which was

depicted in association
8

with Min.
9

It was identified as a tree?
10

possibly a cyprus, a sycamore, a persea,

11

a fig,

12

or an acacia; it

was also suggested that it might be an artichoke or a pine cone;)

14
Other scholars did accept the fact that it was a lettuce, but at the
time Petrie excavated Coptos he thought it was a palm spathe~5

In

his daily journal he recorded the discovery as follows: "Two bits
of the altar behind a statue of Khem were found just off the cornice

15i1

i

and half of one of the plants upon the altar ~ in green

glaze, in the round 6 ins. long.

These probably belonged to a fine

16
statue in the temple':

sorting, identification
site

Or

and registration

and the work is undertaken

site;8so for each group of material there is still the

The model has now been given the museum number, UC.34696, and it is
15.6 em. long, 7.0 em. wide and J.O em. thick.
structed from four fragments

have been a stalk, especially

It has been recon-

( see fig. 1 ) and is broken at the

if this represents

an offering which

might be held in the hand:9 The surface glaze is apple green and

In 1924, Keimer published his solution to the mystery of the identification of the Kin plant20and
further illustrations

incorporated

his identification

with

in his study of ancient Egyptian plants~1 He

showed that it was the Lactuca sativa L., which is probably the
domesticated

form of the wild Lactuca scariola found in many parts

of Europe and Asia.

Lactuca sativa can grow up to a height of 1-1tm.

it is cultivated in kitchen gardens and also as a subsidiary field
crop for the oil from its seeds.

It was probably cultivated this

way in antiquity as there are depictions
being harvested~2

of irrigated lettuce fields

Keimer suggested that the fact that it is a milk-

sap plant explains its association

with the fertility god Min and

children and there is some evidence from the past that the lettuce
was considered to be an aphrodisiac~J
the god Cbw

Indeed, the act of offering

plants enabled him to perform ( snhp ) the sexual act~4

Apart from the representations

of the cultivation

and harvesting

of the Lactuca mentioned above, there are many others from dynasty
VI onwards of the lettuce in its religious context.

These depictions

fall into two categories:

those where a variable number of lettuces

are depicted on the go d's

stand or a box behind the figure of the

god and those where the king or priest offers one or two of the
plants to the ithyphallic god.

The lettuces which are depicted

behind Min in the Old and Middle Kingdoms are usually as large,or
larger, than the god~5 The support then evolved into a shrine

shaped box with a variable number of lettuces on the top (usually
3 or

5

in the New Kingdom), which was also supported on poles and

carried bY priests in procession

behind the gOd:6 A dynasty XIX

calendar of the festival days records that on the ••26th day of the
second month (Mechir) of ~

(winter), a festival day, 'three times

good', Min of Coptos leaves on procession

this day with his lettuces

and his beauty ( erect phallus); Isis sees the beauty which is upon
him~27 Both the stands and the boxes retained checquered designs of

the round, comparisons

can only be made with the depictions

lettuce in reliefs~9 The closest parallels

30
and Roman periods, particularly

of the

are those of the Ptolemaic

that of Caesar Augustus with a

lettuce in each hand offering to Min at Kalabshah?l

This would

define the model as a votive object and accord with the Ptolemaic
and Roman building activity in the temple of Coptos32and
Petrie's

inadequate description

of the stratigraphical

also

provenance33

Fortunately,

this suggested date for the lettuce model has been

corroborated

by an analysis undertaken

by Dr. Alexander Kaczmarczyk

in order to determine
in the manufacture

the combination

of constituents

of faience in different

the lettuce model, UC.)4696,
"The green consists

is as follows

green.

I

glaze applied

is very characteristic

Period and the Ptolemaic

and Roman periods.
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